
CD-i Gamepad Adapter Instruction Sheet

Introduction

The CD-i Gamepad Adapter is a cable designed to connect an analog PC joystick or
gamepad to a CD-Interactive (CD-i) player.  The cable handles the necessary calibration
of the PC joystick or gamepad, and converts the data from the joystick or gamepad to a
format understood by the CD-i player.  With the CD-i Gamepad Adapter, you can enjoy
CD-i gaming with the controller of your choice.

Installation

1. Turn off your CD-i player.  NEVER plug in or remove the CD-i Gamepad Adapter
while the CD-i player is on.

2. Connect the CD-i Gamepad Adapter to the joystick/gamepad via the 15 pin D-shaped
connector.

3. Plug the CD-i Gamepad Adapter mini-DIN connector into the INPUT connector on
your CD-i player.

4. Check to make sure that your joystick/gamepad directional control is centered.  This
is necessary for proper calibration.

5. Turn on your CD-i player.  Wait a couple of seconds for the joystick/gamepad to
calibrate before moving the directional control.

Controls

1) Gamepad Directional Control - This controls the movement of the cursor on the
screen.

2) Gamepad “A” Button or Button 1 - This control functions as Button 1.
3) Gamepad “B” Button or Button 2 - This control functions as Button 2.
4) Gamepad “C” and “D” Buttons or Buttons 3 and 4 (Optional)- These controls each

function as Button 3.
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5) CD-i Gamepad Adapter Speed Control - This control increases or decreases the
maximum speed of the cursor on the screen.

Troubleshooting

Q: My CD-i Gamepad Adapter doesn’t work at all.

A: Check all of the connections on your CD-i player and on the joystick/gamepad.  Turn
off your CD-i machine and restart it.  If that does not help, try a different
joystick/gamepad.

Q: The cursor moves across the screen by itself.

A: The unit did not calibrate properly.  Shut off the CD-i player, center your
joystick/gamepad, and restart the CD-i player.

Q: The cursor moves across the screen too quickly or too slowly.

A: The speed of the cursor can be adjusted using the speed control on the CD-i Gamepad
Adapter.  Turn it counterclockwise to slow the cursor, clockwise to speed it up.

Q: The speed control will not turn.

A: The speed control can sometimes be difficult to turn.  Try using a small flathead
screwdriver to turn it.  Do NOT pry on the speed control knob to try loosen it.  This can
damage the CD-i Gamepad Adapter.

Q: The throttle control on my joystick/gamepad does not seem to do anything.

A: Throttle controls are not supported by the CD-i Gamepad Adapter.

Q: My digital joystick/gamepad doesn’t work (I.E. Microsoft Sidewinder).

A: The Microsoft Sidewinder and other digital controllers will not work with the CD-i
Gamepad Adapter.  These types of controllers send digital information over the joystick
inputs that are not understood by the CD-i Gamepad Adapter.

Q: I need a Button 3 for my game, but my gamepad only has two buttons.

A: Pressing Buttons 1 and 2 simultaneously can emulate a third button.


